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DEER PRIMITIVE SEASON OPENS WITH GREAT SUCCESS
Deer hunting with primitive
weapons
season
opened
October 1, 2016. New member
John Flail of Jackson Mississippi
killed a perfectly symmetrical 10
point buck from stand 5 with a
bow.

The buck weighed 237
pounds.
Surely
John
will
always
remember killing such a nice
deer with a bow on his second
hunt on Duckpond. Welcome to
the Club John. John has a

young son who comes to
Duckpond with him and he
enjoys the children of the other
members playing around the
camp site and at John
Godfrey’s lodge.

JOHN WE LOOK
FORWARD TO AN
EVEN BETTER BUCK
FROM YOU IN
RIFLE SEASON
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TURKEY HUNTING
Although there were a substantial number of turkeys on Duckpond and Gum Ridge during the
two weeks of turkey season, none of the Duckpond members turkey hunted.

FISHING
During the months of February and March several of the members had success fishing in the
South Borrow Pitt.
GAR

1) Danny Massey holding Gar caught South Bar Pitt with Marty Magee
2) Danny Massey holding 2 nd gar

Cat Fish:
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Danny Massey holding large catfish caught in South Bar Pit.
1) Ice chest of nice catfish caught by Danny Massey in South bar pit.
2) 2nd ice chest of cat fish caught by Massey and others.

ALLIGATOR HUNTING
Duckpond Plantation was awarded 4 alligator tags by the La. WL&F. They are offered to the
members on a bid basis. If no members bid for the tags they are sold to non-members.
Plenty large alligators were seen in the bar pit and old river lake on Duckpond before, during,
and after the alligator season (commenced the first Wednesday in September and ends on the First
Tuesday in October 2016). The picture of the alligator below was taken in the North bar pit before
alligator season:
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Mr. and Mrs. Josh Brooks of Flagstaff Arizona killed the 9 foot alligator pictured below in the Old
River Lake on Duckpond with the assistance of Bobby Emfinger, an experienced, registered La.
alligator hunting guide, who works with the management of Duckpond Plantation to assist its alligator
hunters.

Pictured above Mrs. Brooks with Bobby Emfinger.

REGISTERED GUIDES REQUIRED FOR OUT OF
STATE HUNTERS
Because of the danger of alligator hunting, the La. WL&F
requires all non-resident hunters to be accompanied by a
registered guide. Duckpond works with Bobby Emfinger, a
registered alligator hunting guide.
Mr. Emfinger guided two other hunters who killed a 7 foot,
3 inch alligator and a 6 foot, 3 inch one.
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KICKOFF DINNER

A Duckpond Hunting Club 2016/17 kickoff dinner and belated celebration of John Godfrey’s
birthday was held at John Godfrey’s Lodge at Duckpond Plantation on Friday September 10, 2016.
Several of the members, some of their wives, and several children of members enjoyed a meal of Bar B Q
ribs, stewed chicken, cheese grits, salad, and birthday cake.
The picture below is of John Dry telling the story of killing a 9 point deer last year at stand 4.

Pictured: Standing at end of table John Dry Telling story, to his right, Margaret Godfrey in LSU shirt,
partially depicted in white shirt seated, John Godfrey, next to John back to camera is Jay Godfrey, to
John Dry’s left seated Marty Magee, to Marty’s left Scott Bradford, and seated with back to camera,
Christy Magee.

THE STORY
John’s story is about his killing the 9
point buck pictured to the left. He
shot the deer at a distance of more
than 250 yards, it fell, then got up and
ran. John got Matt Spicer’s 3 year old
October 21, 2016 Kickoff Edition 2016/17 black
Seasonlab, Buddy, to cold trail it. The
blood lab found the buck. It jumped
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6
again.
GOOD WORK BUDDY

DUCK POND PLANTATION HUNTING CLUB OF DUCKPOND PLANTATION INC.

DUCK SEASON - HOPING FOR BETTER THAN 2015/16
The 2015/16 duck season was the worst since 1962, There are a lot of native pecans in the woods
on the unprotected side of the levee which usually attracts large numbers of wood. Additionally there
are a lot of acorns in the back woods near the green tree area. This year approximately 350 acres of rice
is planted on Gum Ridge which belongs to the owners of Duckpond which is nearing harvest. KEEP YOUR
FINGERS CROSSED.

SQUARREL HUNTING
Both the hardwood trees on the protected side of the levee and the native pecans on the unprotected side of the levee afford some of the best squirrel hunting in the area. Frequently members
and guests kill large bags of squirrels. Squirrel season is now open but as of yet no members have
hunted squirrels. When the weather cools the members will be hunting squirrels.

WATCH OUT FOR RATTLE SNAKES
These pictures are of 2 of the 3 North American timber rattle snakes killed
on Duckpond during October of 2016. THIS IS WHY MOST MOST MEMBERS
ONLY HUNT SQUIRRELS AFTER A FROST.
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SNAKE DINNER
Rattlesnake meat is delicious.

It is

served in some of the finest restaurants
in the Western states, such as the Fort
and the Buckhorn Exchange in Denver,
and Florida. Danny Massey and John
Flail killed in early October, 2016,
skinned, butchered, froze and intend
to eat the one depicted at right.
MAYBE THEY WILL GIVE US THE RECIPE.

John Flail is holding the snake.
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QUAL HUNTING

In the summer of 2015, the owners of Duckpond had 2 quail Johnny houses construction and
stocked them with approximately 150 young quail (approximately 16 weeks of age). The Johnny Houses
are built with two sides a pen side and a re-entry side. The quail are placed in the pen side and
acclimated to the pen for about two weeks. Thereafter about 10 are set free each day from the pen
side and turned lose in the adjacent area. Because a large number of birds remain in the pen side those
released will be recalled to the Johnny House by the calling of the birds remaining in the pen side.
The re-entry side of the Johnny House has a wire funnel entrance sized for quail. It is mounted on
a see/saw type device that prevents any bird or animal heavier than a quail from entering the re-entry
side. During 2015, the quail placed in the Johnny Houses and released returned. None of the quail were
shot prior to the end of February 2016. They were used to train the pointing lab, Annie, belonging to
Margaret Godfrey.
During the last part of February the owners made one attempt to actually shot some of the quall
depicted in the below photo.
Annie pointing quail in brush pile
The quail flushes directly towards
Jarrell

.
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The quail remaining in the Johnny Houses at the end of March were set free with the hope some
would survive and breed. Neighboring landowners have stated they have seen coveys of the Georgia
Giant Quail turned loose since September 2016.
The owners of Duckpond are presently brooder raising quail chicks to be placed into the Johnny
Houses at age 16 weeks. Additionally they are attempting to purchase 16 week old checks to place in
the Johnny Houses so they can be flight trained to wild condition by periodic releasing, returning, and
re-releasing periodically.
It is intended that hunting of these quail will be available after the close of deer season.

WOODCOCK HUNTING
Duckpond is located on the major fly way for migrating woodcock. The timbered wetlands of
Duckpond frequently attract woodcock. Last year member John Dry and his guest, who owns several
woodcock pointing dogs, made a successful woodcock hunt on Duckpond. Jarrell Godfrey intends to
use his wife, Margaret’s, yellow pointing lab, Annie, to hunt woodcock this year.

HAPPY HUNTING
All of the members and owners look forward to a great 2016/17 hunting season. All members and
guests are reminded they must comply with all DMAP record keeping procedures for deer killed. A DMAP
record log with tags for the jawbones is located on a clipboard underneath the metal sink cabinet under
the east side of the skinning shed. Scales are also there. YOU ARE REMINDED THAT YOU MUST:
1. Weight each deer (both before and after gutting);
2. Photograph each deer;
3. Measure the diameter, circumference of beams at base, length of each, and distance between
outside points on all buck antlers;
4. Send a photo to:
Jarrell@duckpondplantation.com or text it to 504-296-3041.
5. Check each doe for lactation/presence of milk in breasts; and
6. Remove a jaw bone (both bucks and does) and be sure it is placed in the jaw bone basket in the
cooler room. With respect to bucks which are mounted it is the responsibility of the member who
or whose guest killed the buck to get the jaw bone from the taxidermist to the jaw bone basket
and that it is tagged to match the deer number on the DMAP kill log.
A photo copy of the example given by the WL&F Dept. is as follows
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A blown up photo of only the information required for each deer reflects the following being
required. (note that the hunting license number of the hunter killing the deer is a required item)
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